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Study Participants

Upper Georgia Avenue Main Street

Upper Georgia Avenue Main Street promotes 

revitalization and investment in commercial centers 

to ensure economic stability for its businesses and a 

safe, beautiful dwelling for its people in the 

framework of the National Main Street Center.

Jon Stover & Associates

Jon Stover & Associates (JS&A) specializes in economic 

analysis, retail revitalization, and helping public, 

private, and nonprofit organizations collaborate to 

meet economic development objectives. JS&A has 

helped a wide range of clients implement plans and 

programs that have successfully enhanced urban 

neighborhoods and commercial corridors. 

Dept. of Small and Local Business Development

The DC Department of Small and Local Business 

Development (DSLBD) supports the development, 

economic growth, and retention of District-based 

businesses, and promotes economic development 

throughout the District’s commercial corridors. DSLBD

manages the DC Main Street program and provides 

resources to local programs. 

This analysis relies on data provided by Upper Georgia Avenue Main 
Street, the Washington DC Economic Partnership, ESRI, CoStar, 
WalkScore.com, a large variety of local planning and visioning 
documents, local real estate blogs such as CurbedDC and UrbanTurf, 
in-person site visits, and conversations with local business owners and 
staff. Retail metrics and evaluation criteria correspond with the DC 
Office of Planning Vibrant Retail Streets Tool Kit. All findings presented 
in this report reflect the conditions at the time of the analysis.
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Defining Retail
For the purposes of this study, retail is defined in three categories that are 

common in the retail landscape and used by DC’s Office of Planning. 

Neighborhood Goods & Services

Establishments serving residents and workers such as dry cleaners, fresh 

produce stands, pharmacies, florists, nail salons, barber shops, 

convenience stores, and more.

Food & Beverage

Restaurants, cafes, bars, nightclubs, fast-casual dining, take-out 

establishments, coffee shops, and more.

Merchandise

Businesses selling general merchandise, accessories, furniture, apparel, 

electronics, and more.

Upper Georgia Avenue Main Street was formed in late 2019 and 
is in the process of establishing awareness, understanding its 
constituency, developing organizational objectives and 
programs, and building lasting relationships with a variety of 
stakeholders. 

This report summarizes retail market analysis findings for the  

Upper Georgia Avenue neighborhood. The purpose of this study 

is to help Upper Georgia Avenue Main Street understand its 

neighborhood retail environment within a city-wide context; 

identify collective preliminary needs, constraints, and concerns 

of the business constituency; and identify opportunities for the 

Main Street to capitalize on retail conditions, trends, and 

projections to play a leading role in helping to serve local 

businesses. 

About This Analysis
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Upper Georgia 
Avenue 

Main Street 
Program Area

Takoma Metro Station

Upper Georgia Avenue Main 
Street has a 1.6-mile-long 

program corridor, extending 
from Missouri Avenue NW to 

Eastern Avenue NW. 

The Parks at 
Walter Reed

Downtown Silver Spring

Rock Creek Park
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Insert PhotoUpper Georgia Avenue Population

12%

17%

Upper Georgia Ave DC

39
Median Age

Upper Georgia Avenue has an older 

median age than the District’s 

median age (34).

$74,320
Median Household Income

Household incomes in Upper Georgia Avenue are 

below the city-wide median of $78,000.  

Over the past decade, Upper Georgia Avenue has grown at 

a slower rate than the District.

Population Growth Rate
(Since 2010)

14,006 residents live within a ¼-mile radius.

32,390 residents live within a ½-mile radius.

66,001 residents live within a 1-mile radius.

Note: Data reflects demographics of a ½ mile buffer around the program boundary of Upper Georgia Avenue Main 
Street. Data Sources: ESRI, business surveys

48%
of residents have a 
Bachelor’s Degree.

37% 9% 54%

1-Person 
Households

2+ Person 
Households

Households 
with 

Children27%
of residents have a 
Graduate Degree.

Education Attainment

Upper Georgia Avenue Demographics

Household Summary

Upper Georgia Avenue has more family 

households than single-person households.  
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Upper Georgia Avenue is the primary transportation corridor serving Ward 4 in 
Northwest DC. The corridor is surrounded by predominantly residential, family-
friendly neighborhoods, with a mix of apartment buildings and single-family homes. 
Household incomes around Upper Georgia Avenue have moderate levels of disposable income with a median household income 

slightly under the District average. Over half of households have children, reflecting the quiet, residential character of surrounding 

neighborhoods. Upper Georgia Avenue not only serves as the primary commercial corridor for nearby residents but is also a major 

commuting corridor connecting central DC to Silver Spring, Maryland – creating an opportunity for businesses to take advantage of 

the regional accessibility of the corridor to capture more spending from commuters, Silver Spring residents, and customers from 

neighborhoods further south around Georgia Avenue, including Petworth, Park View, Columbia Heights and Pleasant Plains. 

Data Sources: DDOT (2017), ESRI

Upper Georgia Avenue NW is a major commuting route for drivers traveling 

between downtown DC, upper NW DC, and Maryland. As a result, Upper 

Georgia Avenue businesses benefit from substantial visibility and capture 

spending from commuters on their way to and from work. 

24,143 Vehicles on Georgia Avenue NWAnnual Average Daily Traffic:
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Most Common Customer
Zip Codes

34%
20011
(Brightwood, Fort Totten,       
Petworth, Manor Park)

11%
20012
(Takoma, Shepherd Park, 
Colonial Village)

5% 20912
(Takoma Park, MD)

5% 20910
(Silver Spring, MD)

5%
20010
(Columbia Heights, Mount 
Pleasant, Park View)

Approximately two thirds of customers along Upper 
Georgia Avenue live in neighborhoods within walking 
distance or a short drive from the corridor.
The remaining customers travel from various parts within the DC region to visit one or 

businesses along the street including commuters on their way to and from work. The 

Walmart and Target, at the southern and northern ends of the program area respectively, 

primarily attract customers from the same market area, though the Target attracts nearly 

one-fifth of its customers from Silver Spring.

The development of The Parks at Walter Reed is not expected to significantly change the 

area’s primary market area, unless new amenities within the project creates a significant 

increase in destination visitors to the area. The increase in nearby residential density 

created by the development may instead expand the share of nearby residents in the 

area’s customer mix – creating less of a need to attract customers from outside the 

primary market area. 

Given that Georgia Avenue is a major regional thoroughfare, an opportunity exists to 

attract additional residents who live in neighborhoods farther north and south along 

Georgia Avenue. These neighborhoods include Petworth and Park View as well as 

Downtown Silver Spring and Woodside, Maryland. 

5%
Other

65%
Nearby Residents

30%
Destination Visitors & 

Commuters

Note: Customer base estimates based on CARTOo data. These figures are approximate 
and should be used to understand the overall composition of customers frequenting the 

establishments within the Main Street.
Source: CARTO, Esri

Upper Georgia Avenue Customer Base

66,000 residents live 
within a one-mile buffer 

around the Upper 
Georgia Avenue Main 
Street program area
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Where are Upper Georgia Avenue customers coming from?
Upper Georgia Avenue is a predominantly local-serving 
commercial corridor, with most customers coming from 
neighborhoods within one mile of the corridor. 
Primary Market Area (One-Mile Radius) Approximately 65% of customers originate from neighborhoods 

within a one-mile buffer from Upper Georgia Avenue. This area, which is cut off at Rock Creek Park, 

covers several DC neighborhoods including Brightwood, Sixteenth Street Heights, Manor Park, Takoma, 

and Shephard Park. This market area also extends into Takoma Park, Maryland and the southern portion 

of Silver Spring, Maryland.

Secondary Market Area (DC Region) Upper Georgia Avenue’s secondary market area covers the entire 

DC region. This market area accounts for approximately 30% of overall customer traffic in the study area 

and includes both commuters and destination visitors traveling specifically to Georgia Avenue to visit 

one or more businesses.

Outside DC Region  Approximately 5% of customers along the corridor originate from outside the DC 

metropolitan area. 

Note: Most common zip codes 
Source: CARTO, Esri, Business surveys

26%

18%

13%

16%

8%

19%

< 25 years old

25-34 years old

35-44 years old

45-54 years old

55-64 years old

> 64 years old

Customer Age

Retail Customer Profile

17%

34%

36%

13%

Less than $20,000

$20,000 - $75,000

$75,000 - $150,000

Greater than
$150,000

Household Income of 
Customers

1.9 million residents live 
within a ten-mile radius 

around the Upper Georgia 
Avenue Main Street 

program area

41,500  office workers 
work within a one-mile 

buffer around the Upper 
Georgia Avenue Main 
Street program area

Upper Georgia Avenue Main Street 
Program Boundary

Primary Market Area
(One-Mile Buffer)

Demographics of all retail customers
in Upper Georgia Avenue

Source: CARTO, Image: Google

The age distribution of Upper Georgia 
Avenue customers leans slightly 

young, with 44% of customers under 
the age of 35.

Reflecting the demographics surrounding 
neighborhoods, the customer base of 

Upper Georgia Avenue is primarily 
middle-class, as only 30% of customers 

earn less than $20,000 or more than 
$150,000 annually.
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Upper Georgia Ave DC

Average Upper Georgia 
Avenue Retail Space Size

87%

Storefront Occupancy Rate
Currently, 87% of the retail spaces in Upper 

Georgia Avenue are occupied by businesses.

$33 / SF
Average Retail Rent

Upper Georgia Avenue’s average triple-net 

rent for ground-floor retail spaces is 23% 

lower than the District average of $43.

584,352 SF

Percentage of Retail Square Footage Available for Lease

The leasing of Target (7828 Georgia Avenue) and several smaller retail spaces has 

cut down on the amount of available retail space in the program area.

Upper Georgia Avenue is 
primarily comprised of one- to 
three-story buildings with 
ground-floor storefronts, 
creating a traditional Main 
Street atmosphere on several 
stretches along the corridor. 
Average retail rents along the corridor fall 

moderately below the District average. Growing 

demand for retail space along the corridor has 

resulted in a 31% increase in average asking 

rents since 2017 as well as a drop in the amount 

of available square footage. This bump in rental 

rates is largely attributable to citywide 

population growth that has created upward 

pressures on retail spaces throughout DC. This 

recent bump in asking rents is also partially 

attributable to the expected catalytic impact of 

The Parks at Walter Reed on nearby businesses.

8

2,593 SF

Total Upper Georgia Avenue 
Retail Square Footage

 $20

 $30

 $40

 $50

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Upper Georgia Ave DC

Average Retail Rents per SF (NNN)

Market-rate rents on Upper Georgia Avenue have been consistently lower 

than the DC average over the past decade, with moderate year-to-year 

growth that has closely tracked the citywide growth rate. 

Retail Real Estate Conditions 

© Jon Stover & Associates, 2020

112
Total Retail Businesses

Retail Mix

With a high proportion of quick-
service dining options and 
traditional neighborhood goods 
and services, the retail mix of 
Upper Georgia Avenue is 
reflective of the corridor’s 
position as both a major 
commuting corridor and the 
primary retail hub for 
surrounding Ward 4 communities. 
The corridor features three anchor 

supermarkets - Walmart, Target, and Safeway -

that attract a wider base customers to the area 

and provide heightened exposure to nearby 

businesses. While these supermarkets are 

national chains, the corridor’s retail mix is 

predominantly comprised of locally-owned 

establishments. Along the corridor, 77% of 

businesses are independently-owned or branch 

locations of a regional chain.

Upper Georgia Avenue also has a high 

proportion of institutional and nonprofit users, 

including churches, schools, and daycares, that 

provide the corridor with an additional source 

of daytime foot traffic. 
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33

67

12

12

20

1

13

3

11

5

35

12

16

Sit-Down Restaurant / Bar

Fast-Casual / Fast Food

Coffee & Tea

Hair & Nail Salon

Health and Wellness

Grocery & Pharmacy

Other Goods & Services

Merchandise

Dry Cleaners

Food & Beverage

Neighborhood Goods & Services

Merchandise

$33 / SF
Average Office Rent

(Asking NNN)

Upper Georgia Ave’s daytime population is 
supplemented by several offices. The area 

is an affordable alternative to more 
developed local office market, with asking 
rents $20 lower per square foot than the 

District average ($53/sf).

155,349 SF
Office Sq. Ft. 

Municipal / Education / Nonprofit

Global Assortment of Dining Establishments
Along the corridor, 72% of dining 

establishments offer ethnic cuisines, 
including Trinidadian, Ethiopian, East 

African, Nepalese, and Salvadoran, among 
others. The corridor also has several 

Ethiopian and international grocery stores.

Business Count excludes medical, office, and nonprofit uses. Tenant mix as of May 2020.Rental data and storefront occupancy rate as of May 2020
Note: Average Market-Rate Rent reflects rate ground-floor spaces would be expected to command on the open market.

Data Sources: Costar, business surveys
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Image: Google

Upper Georgia Avenue Main Street’s program 
area is composed of two distinct nodes of 
commercial spaces at the northern and 
southern ends with a stretch of largely 
residential uses in the middle. 
The northern and southern nodes have similar overall retail 

conditions, each featuring a mix of traditional street-facing 

storefronts and auto-oriented retail spaces with adjacent 

surface parking lots. Both nodes primarily serve nearby 

residents, drawing customers who live within a one-mile radius 

of the businesses. As such, the North Node captures more 

spending from adjacent Silver Spring, while the South Node 

captures more spending from farther south along Georgia 

Avenue such as Brightwood Park, Sixteenth Street Heights, and 

Petworth.

The Central Node of the program area does not have retail 

businesses and serves as a barrier of pedestrian flow along the 

corridor. However, with the master-planned development at 

The Parks at Walter Reed, the Central Node may serve as a 

bridge between retail within the new development and nearby 

businesses farther north or south along Georgia Avenue. 

The Main Street’s long program area spans multiple 

neighborhoods, stretching from Brightwood at the southern 

end, Takoma in the central portion and Shepherd Park at the 

northern end. This large geography enhances the need for the 

Main Street to both boost the brand of “Georgia Avenue” as a 

cohesive commercial corridor while also being mindful of the 

different neighborhood identities within its program area. 

North Node South Node

$31 

$35 

Vacancy Rate
In North and South Nodes

Average Rent
In North and South Nodes

15%
12%

13

27

5

North Node Business Mix

The South Node commands slightly 
higher rents than the North Node, 

reflecting the market appeal of 
proximity to Missouri Avenue NW 

and Walmart.

The rate of vacancy is similar 
between the two nodes – a 

reflection of similar overall real 
estate conditions along the 

corridor.

The two nodes feature nearly identical retail mixes each predominantly comprised of 
establishments offering food and beverage options and neighborhood goods and services.

North Node
(Eastern Ave.  - Fern Pl.)

45 Businesses

Central Node
(Fern Pl. - Aspen St.)

0 Businesses

South Node
(Aspen St. - Missouri Ave)

67 Businesses

The Parks at 

Walter Reed

Takoma Metro Station

20

40

7

South Node Business Mix

169,688 

414,664 

Retail Square Footage
In North and South Nodes

The South Node has over twice the 
amount of retail square footage as the 
North Node, reflecting both its longer 
length and the inclusion of Walmart 

and Safeway in the South Node.

The Main Street’s program area, despite its length, largely functions as a 
cohesive retail submarket.
The northern and southern portions of Upper Georgia Avenue have highly similar real estate conditions, 

though the South Node features slightly higher rents and a slightly lower vacancy rate than the North Node. 

Each node also features highly similar retail mixes reflecting the similar customer demographics and levels of 

retail viability between the two nodes. 

Food & Beverage Neighborhood Goods & Services Merchandise 
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$33 

$38 

$29 $28 
$25 

$43 

13%

17%

3% 3%

18%
17%

10,592 

11,954 

7,067 

7,381 

5,179 

Upper Georgia Avenue’s 

storefront vacancy rate is 

neither exceptionally low nor 

high, falling slightly lower 

than more densely populated 

portions of Georgia Avenue.

Upper Georgia Avenue features a 

marginally higher daytime 

population than similar commercial 

areas in DC. This helps provide 

businesses with greater daytime 

customer traffic.

Upper Georgia Avenue Lower Georgia Ave Minnesota Ave NE

Brookland (12th Street NE) Rhode Island Ave NE DC Overall

Daytime Population
In Comparison Neighborhoods

Storefront Vacancy Rate
In Comparison Neighborhoods

12

Upper Georgia Avenue's rental 

rates are moderately higher than 

rents along Rhode Island Avenue 

and Minnesota Avenue, both 

comparably high-trafficked 

corridors in residential 

Northeast DC areas. 

Average Rent
Market-Rate Triple-Net Rent In 

Comparison Neighborhoods

24,143 
22,757 

27,830 

10,627 

23,987 

Upper Georgia Avenue 

experiences a notably high 

vehicle count passing through the 

corridor each day, closely aligning 

with other major commuting 

corridors in DC.

Daily Vehicular Traffic Count
In Comparison Neighborhoods

Note: Daytime and residential population figures based on half-mile radius around corridor center point.
Data Sources: DDOT, ESRI, CoStar, Google

Relative to the citywide retail market, Upper Georgia Avenue features 
affordable rents and high vehicular traffic counts – helping attract businesses 
with limited start-up capital or a need for strong auto accessibility.
While Upper Georgia Avenue has a lower average asking rent than denser neighborhoods proximate to 

Downtown DC, the corridor features moderately high rental rates and high daytime and residential 

populations as compared to other commercial corridors in highly residential neighborhoods in DC. While 

vacancy along Upper Georgia Avenue is lower than Lower Georgia Avenue and Rhode Island Avenue, the 

corridor’s comparatively strong traffic count and surrounding population indicate an opportunity to further 

drive vacancy through enhanced marketing, neighborhood branding, and capital improvements to spaces.

Upper Georgia Avenue Retail in the Greater DC Context

13,907 

20,252 

7,917 7,671 
5,965 
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Business Mix Comparison 
By Number of Establishments 

40%

50%

10%

29%

60%

11%

36%

45%

19%

42%

43%

15%

25%

70%

5%

Food & Beverage Neighborhood Goods & Services Merchandise 

Brookland Rhode Island Ave

Upper Georgia Avenue Lower Georgia Avenue Minnesota Ave
Population Within a ½-Mile Radius

In Comparison Neighborhoods

While residential density is greater along 

more southern portions of Georgia 

Avenue, Upper Georgia Avenue’s small 

supply of nearby apartment buildings 

provides the corridor with a larger 

surrounding population base than 

comparable commercial areas.

Upper Georgia Ave’s retail mix is highly aligned with similar commercial 

corridors in DC – indicating that the current retail mix is generally well-suited 

to the needs of nearby communities and commuters.

© Jon Stover & Associates, 2020Note: “Lower Georgia Avenue” area extends from Florida Ave. NW to Kansas Ave. NW. “Rhode Island 
Avenue NE” area extends from 4th St. NE to Eastern Ave. NE. “Minnesota Avenue NE” area extends from 
East Capitol St. to Hunt Pl. NE. “Brookland (12th Street)” extends from Franklin St. NE to Michigan Ave. NE.
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Metro Access
No Metro station within 

three blocks

Comparable retail clusters (listed to the right) feature 

largely similar levels of viability across the key major retail 

sectors. As such, opportunities exists for Upper Georgia Avenue to 

attract expansion locations for businesses located along these 

corridors, or for existing Upper Georgia Avenue business to expand 

to these local markets. 

F&B MerchandiseNG&S

Criteria Strongly Met Criteria Somewhat Satisfied Criteria Not SatisfiedViability Legend:

Population
2,425 people 
within ¼ mi.

Median HH Income
$65,151 / HH 
within ¼ mi.

Daytime Population
2,651 people
within ¼ mi.

Education 
Attainment

70% have Bachelor’s 
Degree+ within ¼ mi.

Pedestrian Traffic
Moderate 

Pedestrian Traffic

Metro Access
No Metro station within 

three blocks

Vehicular Traffic
24,143  average 

daily traffic

Retail Competition
Existing cluster of 
similar businesses

Retail Ready
Spaces available 

for move-in

Upper Georgia 
Avenue can support 

a wide range of 
locally-oriented 

goods and services

Neighborhood Goods & Services Viability
As the only four-lane corridor with major retailers serving 

neighborhoods in Ward 4, Upper Georgia Avenue is strongly 

positioned to support establishments catering to the day-to-day 

needs of nearby residents.

Food & Beverage Viability
Upper Georgia Avenue is particularly well suited for fast-casual and 

fast-food establishments given the high traffic volume along the street 

and restaurants and bars looking for affordable, retail-ready spaces.

Population
13,907 people 
within 1/2 mi.

Median HH Income
$74,320 / HH 
within ½ mi.

Daytime Population
10,592 people
within ½ mi.

Education Attainment
62% have Bachelor’s 
Degree within 1 mi.

Pedestrian Traffic
Moderate 

Pedestrian Traffic

Retail Competition
Existing cluster of 
similar businesses

Retail Ready
Spaces available 

for move-in

Vehicular Traffic
24,143 average 

daily traffic

Conditions along 
the corridor can 
support a wide 
range of dining 
establishments

Retail Viability of Upper Georgia Avenue
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Upper Georgia Avenue has 
many of the characteristics 
needed to support vibrant 
restaurants, drinking 
establishments, and businesses 
providing neighborhood goods 
and services. 
Food and beverage establishments and 
neighborhood goods and services are comparably 
more commercially viable in the program area 
than merchandise retailers. However, the 
corridor’s low rents, diverse supply of retail 
spaces, and direct access to Silver Spring and 
central DC markets make the corridor potentially 
suitable for nearly all retail types. 

Merchandise retailers and specialized goods and 

services businesses will be more reliant on 

attracting destination visitors willing to drive to 

Upper Georgia Avenue rather than relying on 

walk-in customer traffic. Furthermore, the 

corridor’s stock of smaller retail floorplates are 

not ideal for traditional merchandise businesses. 

However, future redevelopments of large parcels 

along the corridor have the opportunity to 

include larger retail spaces and more easily 

attract merchandise retail tenants.

The viability of different retail types remains 

consistent throughout Upper Georgia Avenue as 

residential density, median household income, 

daytime population, vehicular traffic, and foot 

traffic are similar throughout the northern and 

southern portions of the program boundary. 

Viability across all retail types is expected to grow 

moderately as The Parks at Walter Reed boosts 

the local spending capacity.

Measuring the Viability of Retail

The DC Office of Planning developed a process to evaluate retail 

conditions in the District called the DC Vibrant Retail Streets Toolkit. This 

analysis borrows from the Toolkit to evaluate the conditions retailers look 

for before moving to a location, such as retail viability, and assess how the 

area satisfies the criteria. The above data points follow the conditions that 

are typically necessary to support the following retailers: neighborhood 

goods and services, food and beverage establishments, and general 

merchandise, apparel, furnishings, and other retail.

Data Source:  ESRI Community Analyst (2018); DC DDOT Street Spatial Database (2017) 

Merchandise Retail Viability
Upper Georgia Avenue lacks an existing concentration of merchandise retail 

and the levels of foot traffic typically sought by merchandise retail 

businesses. As a result, the corridor is likely only viable for merchandise 

stores that offer specialized products, strong car accessibility, and/or can 

easily attract destination visitors.

Retail Competition
Small existing 
concentration

Limited Destination Retail 
attracting non-local 

customers to the area.

Population
33,892 people 

within 1 mi.

Median HH Income
$76,345 / HH 
within 1 mi.

Daytime Population
10,592 people
within ½ mi.

Education Attainment
62% have Bachelor’s 
Degree+ within 1 mi.

Pedestrian Traffic
Moderate 

Pedestrian Traffic

Limited Retail 
Ready Spaces

available

Upper Georgia 
Avenue can 

only support a 
limited number 
of merchandise 

retailers
Vehicular Traffic
24,143 average 

daily traffic

© Jon Stover & Associates, 2020

Upper Georgia Avenue

Lower Georgia Avenue

Minnesota Avenue

Brookland

Rhode Island Avenue
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The Parks at Walter Reed and several smaller residential 
developments will add a significant amount of new retail 
space to the area, boost daytime activity, and expand the 
local spending capacity. 
Retail at The Parks at Walter Reed is not expected to cannibalize nearby retail as the higher rents and 

new product type are expected to attract a notably different tenant mix than the area’s current set of 

retailers. Rather, the development, along with other planned residential projects, will likely help 

nearby businesses generate additional revenue as the nearby population and local workforce will 

increase by nearly 6,000 people.

The Parks at Walter Reed | 1010 Butternut St. NW

Planned & Proposed Developments in Upper Georgia Avenue:

Georgia Crossing | 5760 Georgia Ave. NW

917 Sheridan Street

5816 - 5830 Georgia Avenue

The Commodore | 5230 Georgia Ave. NW

Projected Development Impacts on Upper Georgia Avenue
Program Area Over Next 5 Years
Over the next five years, the corridor will see nearly 200,000 new square feet of retail spaces, 325,000 

square feet of new office space and over 4,400 new residents. New office and retail space will also bring 

nearly 1,400 new local workers to the area. 

Residential               Retail                 Office Legend:

Development Snapshot:

Bryant Place

Summary text re: location, expected tenants, size, 
etc.

Development Snapshot:

Bryant Place

Summary text re: location, expected tenants, size, 
etc.

Development Snapshot:

Georgia Crossing
• 372 residential units

• 44,900 SF of retail space

Georgia Crossing, developed by Neighborhood 
Development Corporation, is a planned project at 5756-
5806 Georgia Avenue. The development will include 
more than 370 residential units and over 45,000 square 
feet of retail space. 

Potential plans call for this mixed-use project to be 
delivered just south of the intersection of Georgia 
Avenue & Missouri Avenue NW.

Development Snapshot:

The Parks at Walter Reed
• 2,200 residential units

• 190,000 SF of retail space

• 325,000 SF of office space

The Parks at Walter Reed redevelopment plan calls for a 3.1 million 

square feet mixed-use development containing a grocery-anchored 

retail program, 20 acres of open space, and over 2,200 residential 

units. 

As part of the development, 11 existing buildings will be renovated 

and incorporated into the plan and 15 new buildings will be 

constructed on the site. In addition to residential use, the site will 

include arts space, schools, medical centers, a 200-room Hyatt hotel 

and conference center, office space, and retail space. 
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1,395
New Retail and 

Office Employees

4,404
New Residents

190,000 SF
New Retail Space

325,000 SF
New Office Space

16
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Given current retail conditions, opportunities exist for Upper Georgia Avenue Main Street to help attract a 
wider customer base to the corridor, leverage the upcoming Walter Reed development to support nearby 
retail activity, and continue providing core Main Street services, such as specialized technical assistance,  
and façade improvements.

Strong Regional Access and High Storefront Visibility

Georgia Avenue is a major commuting corridor connecting Maryland to 

central DC. An average of over 24,000 vehicles drive through the corridor 

each day, providing high levels of storefront visibility for businesses located 

along the corridor. 

Affordable Rental Rates

Both the southern and northern portions of the Upper Georgia Avenue Main 

Street program area feature retail rents below the city-wide average, 

making the area accessible for a wide range of tenants.

Upcoming Residential and Commercial Growth

The Parks at Walter Reed, along with several smaller development projects, 

will add over 4,000 new residents, 320,000 square feet of office space, and 

230,00 square feet of retail space to the area. This influx of new activity is 

expected to boost foot traffic along the corridor and provide the local retail 

market with a larger base of local customers..

Set of Anchor Grocery Stores Attract Consistent Customer 

Traffic to Corridor

Three major supermarkets – Walmart, Safeway, and Target – are located 

along Upper Georgia Avenue, providing the corridor with a consistent source 

of customer traffic and enhancing the visibility of nearby retailers.

Concentration of Locally-Run, Ethnic Restaurants

The corridor features a wide variety of cuisines, including Ethiopian, 

Trinidadian, Mexican, Chilean, Nepalese, Chinese, Salvadoran, African 

Fusion, and East African.

Upper Georgia Avenue offers a 
distinct mix of retail offerings 
difficult to find in most 
neighborhoods in the District. 

Competitive Advantages
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Continue Providing Core Main Street Services

Upper Georgia Avenue has a very traditional Main Street commercial environment, as the corridor is primarily 

composed of independently-owned businesses in small, ground-floor storefronts. Especially given its position as a 

new organization, Upper Georgia Avenue Main Street should continue focusing on providing core Main Street 

services: façade and exterior improvements, marketing assistance, regulatory assistance, and support with identifying 

and applying to grants, loans, and other local and federal resources. The Main Street also can play a leading role in 

helping businesses navigate through the COVID-19 pandemic helping share new regulatory information and re-

opening best practices and connecting businesses to COVID-19-related small business relief programs.

Expand Customer Base & Leverage Unique Assortment of Businesses

With most businesses along Upper Georgia Avenue primarily attracting customers who live within one mile of the 

business, an opportunity exists for the Main Street to leverage the corridor’s direct access to the Silver Spring and 

Columbia Heights/Petworth markets to help businesses expand their customer bases and capture more spending 

from residents living farther north and south along the corridor. In addition to providing marketing assistance to 

individual businesses, the Main Street should consider leveraging social media, paid media, events, and neighborhood 

efforts to promote the wide variety of business types and cuisines available in the area.

Ensure Assistance is Accessible to Business Owners

Upper Georgia Avenue features an ethnically diverse mix of businesses. As such, the Main Street should ensure 

programming and technical assistance is accessible to all local business owners, particularly those that may face 

language and/or cultural barriers to traditional access to loans, grants, or other business assistance programs. The 

Main Street should also explore opportunities to form strategic partnerships with the Latin Economic Development 

Center, Ethiopian Community Center (located within the program area), and DC Mayor’s Office on African Affairs to 

build programming capacity and provide more individualized assistance to business owners. 

Leverage The Parks at Walter Reed to Support Local Retail Market

The redevelopment of Walter Reed will bring new residential and commercial activity to the area, giving nearby 

businesses an opportunity to capture additional spending from the local area. Though the development site is outside 

its program area, the Main Street should seek to form strong partnerships with the project’s master development 

and retail leasing teams to leverage resources and bring more commercial and community amenities to the area.

Implications for Main Street Programming and Operations
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24,143
Average Daily 
Traffic Count

320,000 SF
New Office Space 
Over Next 5 Years

3
Major Supermarkets 
within Program Area

66,000
Residents

(1-Mile Radius)

87%
Storefront Occupancy 

Rate

4,110
New Residents 

Over Next 5 Years
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